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 Have you ever scaled down the specifications of the full-sized aircraft to 
your model’s size?  Linear dimensions such as wingspan and length are easy to 
calculate.  But what about weight, airspeed or wing loading?  It’s time to get in 
touch with your inner-engineer!  In this article I explore the effect of scale on 
weight and performance.   
  
 This all started with an assumption that I had; if I accurately replicate an 
aircraft in a given scale, say 1/6, then I should be able to calculate the expected 
weight and airspeed.  While building my T-28, which is exactly 1/6 scale, I 
consulted my Squadron/Signal® publications’ In-Action reference book on the T-
28. Accordingly, the weight ranged from 6,251 to 8,495 lbs.  For discussion, let’s 
use 7,000 lbs.  It is simple geometry that weight is a cubic scaler, my model must 
weigh 7,000 lbs x 1/63 = 32.4 lbs.  Wait a minute (or should I say weight a 
minute?).  The model’s wingspan is only 80”!  As such, 32.4 lbs is much too 
heavy based on my similar-sized war-bird experiences.  What about a 1/6 scale 
Piper Cub?  1000 lbs x 1/63 = 4.6 lbs for a 70” Cub sounds reasonable.  So what 
happened?   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Author’s 1/6 scale T-28 posing with the full scale prototype. 



 After my calculator, reference books and favorite web sites all got a real 
work out here is what I learned; the answer is contained in wing loading and lift 
functions.  We all have heard the term wing loading…the weight divided by the 
wing area.  Since weight is proportional to the cube of the scale and area is 
proportional to the square of the scale, the ratio of these two, wing loading, is 
directly proportional to scale.  Stay with me.  This simply means that a plane half 
as large should have half the wing loading.  Look at the diagram of the wood 
blocks.  The large block can be thought of as composed of eight 1-pound blocks. 
In this example, the pressure exerted on the floor would be 8 lbs ÷ 4 ft2or = 2 
lbs/ft2 for the large one and 1lb/ft2 for the smaller one, ½ the scale of the larger 
one.  This is a visual example to demonstrate ½ size should equate to ½ wing 
loading (if the block represents a very poorly-designed airplane, that is!). Note 
the density in this example does not change.  The material is identical.  That will 
be an important point later on.   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 So, wing loading is proportional to scale. But something else must be 
going on because I would never try to fly an 80” model with a weight of 32.4 lbs.  
Exploring the wing loading of various full scale aircraft, a pattern starts to develop.  
Fighter-type aircraft of the WWII era seem to have the highest wing loading for 
their size, around 40 lbs/ft2.  Light, personal aircraft have the lowest, around 10 
lbs/ft2. Bombers and transports have a wide range from 20 to 60 lbs/ft2, but they 
have an equally wide range of sizes.  However, most fighters and light private 
planes are similar in size in there respective groups. I plotted the weight of 
popular bombers and transports versus their wing area and a rough trend 
appears.  The larger the plane the larger the wing loading it can take on, as 
expected. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A wood block along with one ½ scale  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However, the slope of this trend does not agree with the one-dimensional scaler 
that we see in the wood block example. In fact, it is almost off by a factor of 50%! 
Consider doubling the scale of a 400 ft2 wing area plane. You would have a 1600 
ft2 wing area plane and the wing loading should be 18 x 2 = 36 lb/ ft2 by geometry, 
but almost 52 ft2 by the above graph.  Something else allows larger aircraft to 
carry even more wing loading than simple geometry predicts.    
 
 I continued to explore this trend with models and started to think that it has 
something to do with our models appearing to fly too fast for their scale. They do, 
and this leads me to believe that my fictitious 32.4 lb, 80” T-28 would fly if it went 
fast enough.  Looking into lift functions, Wikipedia® and other web sites define lift 
mathematically as: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The coefficient of lift, CL, takes into account and bundles things such as 
wing shape, airfoil, angle of attack, Reynolds Number, etc.  So the CL can be 

A plot of wing loading versus wing area 



considered a fixed number unique to each model of aircraft. We will assume for 
now that it does not change with scale.  Likewise, ρ is a constant since the air 
molecules do not change with scale.  So as a design is scaled down, we should 
expect its lifting force to scale down proportional to velocity squared x wing area 
(which is also a squared term).  That leads to the lift reducing proportional to the 
scale to the 4th power.  There’s our answer!  As you scale down an airplane, the 
weight is scaled down by the power of 3, but the lift is scaling down even faster 
by the power of 4.  Take another look at the lifting equation and you can see the 
lifting force can be quickly regained by increasing speed.  That is why a model’s 
speed appears to be too fast for its design and size. It needs to regain that lift 
that it lost when it was scaled down. In the case of my heavy wing-loaded T-28, I 
am meeting it half way. The model is built to19 lbs, less than the geometrical 
density, but it flies geometrically faster.  The full scale stall speed of a T-28 is 
about 80 mph.  Linearly scaled to my size, that would be 13.3 mph.  I suspect 
that my model’s actual stall speed is much higher.  Using the lifting equation I 
find that my model T-28’s stall speed is closer to 25 mph based on a constant CL. 
The light wing-loaded Piper Cub can be built to geometric scale density and can 
make up for the lost lift in airspeed alone.   
 
 This explains another phenomenon that I’m sure you have observed. We 
have all seen large passenger jets high overhead as they line up for an approach 
to Metro Airport.  I marvel at how slow they appear to be flying, as if they are 
precariously close to stalling.  We know that they are going much faster than say 
a Cessna 172 flying overhead.  The explanation here is the same.  Just as our 
models need to go fast for their size, as full scale aircraft get larger, they can go 
slower for their size.  And what we observe is their apparent velocity.   
  
 Let’s consider the Cessna flying overhead, approaching an airport at 60 
mph (88 ft/sec).  The Cessna has a length of 27 ft.  This means that you would 
see an apparent speed of 88 ÷ 27 or 3.3 plane lengths per second.  How about a 
747 skimming the clouds on an approach doing 240 mph?  That would be 352 
ft/sec with a length of 231 ft yields an apparent speed of 1.5 lengths per second, 
or less than ½ the apparent speed of the Cessna.  Since air traffic rules don’t 
allow these planes to be near each other, our eyes see the 747 appearing ½ as 
fast as the Cessna it’s own environment.  In our models’ environment, they have 
a much higher apparent speed.  That same Cessna in 1/6 scale flying at 20 mph 
yields and apparent speed of 6.5 lengths per second. So flying a scale model in a 
scale manner is very difficult, physics are not on our side.   
 
In summary:  Of course this is a simplified explanation of the physics behind the 
performance effects of scale. In reality, one needs to account for Reynolds 
Numbers, parasitic drag, and many other variable factors. What this means to the 
scale builder is an emphasis on keeping the aircraft light.  Since the factors of 
physics are working against us as we attempt to duplicate an existing aircraft in a 
smaller scale, we need to be ever vigilant of the weight. 
 



 
 


